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"Our Iury system is under attack". ,s how The 
A us1ra/ia11 reacted to those prorrnnent Australians 
who publicly crit,c,sed the verdict of the 1ury 111 the 
Murphv trial and the subsequr.nt publ1c1ty given to 
the opinions of some of the Iur.ors. 

Tile independent verdict of Mr Hnyden and olhers 
who lwve felt compelled to publicly announce their 
f1nd1ngs. apparently without having been at the trial. 
because they felt that Murphy was a "good bloke" 
or because he was on the same side of polrt,cs. ,1lonq 
with Mr Justice Murphy's refuscil to stand dow,,. 
together constitute yet another attack on one of ou1 
basic and perhaps most precious 111stItutIons. 
Whether Murphy ,s innocent or not. the dc1ma~w Is 
done. and no Judge of the High Court wllosP 
integrity ,s 111 such question, should continue 111 such 
a vital posItIon. 

A visiting British journalist. Mr Michael Levin, Is 
reported to have expressed astonishment at th0. 
blatant "politicisation of the law" which has tnkt>n 
place. He believed that most of the people who had 
been commenting so freely about the Murphy case 
would have been jailed if it had occurred in Bnti11n 
and, in his view, rightly so. 

Once politicians and even jurors are able to 
publicly castigate the conduct and outcome of trials, 
and the courts and juries are open to the sort of 
attack which has taken place, then we are In great 
trouble. 

What do those who show such contempt for our 
sytem of law want in its place? Are they advocating 
its destruction along with the rule of law which is 
such an essential barrier to anarchy? 

Perhaps the most tragic aspect of the whole af fuir 
Is the inaction and relative silence in defending our 
system of law. Equally tragic is the lack of 
understanding by the general public of the priceless 
her1tnge they have in common law. It Is time we 
insisted that our children be given a basic ground111~1 
in the the institutions that have provided the 
framework through which our nation hus achieved 
so much rn its short life. The principles upon which 
they are based are such that they will see us through 
centuries to come. 

What is becoming obvious is that if we are to 
defend our nation from the attackers from within, 
the responsibility falls upon the shoulders of each 
and everyone of us. It is up to each of us to educate 
ourselves and take what action we can, 111 

association with others if possible, to defend this 
nation and make it great again. Surely we have learnt 
by now that "they" will not do it for us. 

We should ponder the fact thilt our Lord 111 his 
rrnnistry did not go to the seat of power, instead he 
spent his time amongst the common man and let t 
them with the responsibility of ch.=inginn thfJ world 
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"Our heritage today is the fragments 
gleaned from past ages; the heritage of 
tomorrow - good or bad - will be deter 
mined by our actions today 
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A New Patron 

Lady Cilento 

It is with great pleasure that we announce that Lady Phyllis Cilento has accepted the position of 
Patron of the Australian Heritage Society. Her late husband, Sir Raphael, was Patron of the Society 
until his death earlier this year. 

Lady Cilento, a remarkable lady now in her 90's, is one of Australia's best known medical 
practitioners - to many, a household name. For more than half a century she has written on health 
and practical ways of optimising it. As a regular columnist for the Brisbane Courier and the Daily 
Mail and then the Courier-Mail upon their amalgamation, Lady "C" has been an innovator and 
pioneer in many new fields of medicine. 

She founded the Queensland Mothercraft Association in 1930 and has been a pioneer in natural 
childbirth. Whilst some of her ideas on vitamin therapy have caused controversy, she firmly believes 
that the medicine of tomorrow will eventually catch up, as it has with other ideas she has promoted. 
She was awarded the Queenslander of the Year award in 1981. 

We are proud that she has agreed to continue her families association with us. 
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GOVERNMENT 
Its Power and Its Place 

Parlia111ent - A division of fJOll'er 

It would see111 that jell' people today understand 
the true role of govem111e11/ and their responsibilities 
in ensuring its correct function. the Jol/oll'ing article 
is reprinted fro111 "The New Ti111es" of so111e years 
back and provides an outline of the issues that are 
beco111ing i111111ensely important to otir nation", 
future. 

The famous statement by Lord Acton, that all 
power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely, is one of the most profound observations 
ever made. No individual or group of individuals can 
be trusted with too much power. The obtaining of 
power results in the striving for still more power. 
Power is particularly dangerous when those wielding 
the power cannot be made directly responsible for 
their actions. 

The central theme of the history of the British 
people in particular, has been the constant 
endeavour to prevent power from being centralised, 
to keep all power decentralised by limiting the 

power~ of Governments in various ways. There i5 no 
more vital issue confronting us than the urgent 
necessity to attack the totalitarian idea or more 
powers for Goverments - particularly centralised 
Go\·ernments. As we saw in our la5t lecture. 
Governments arc merely instruments through which 
the individual should lay down the general rule, 
under which the game of life is to be played. We hen 
much about what wonderful things Govcrnmc· 
have done, or are going to do, for the indi\·id 
members of Society, but the facts of history pro 
that most reforms have been initiated by individua 
members of the community and forced upon 
reluctant Governments. Writing of this matter in 
1867, the English historian, Thomas Henry Buckle. 
said: 

"That the civilization of Europe is chiefly owing 
to the ability which has been displayed by t\10 
different governments, and to the sagacity with 
which the evils of society have been palliated by 
legislational remedies is a notion which mu. t appear 
so extravagant as to make it difficult to refer to it 
with becoming gravity ... 
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"No great political improvements, no great 
reform, either legislative or executive, has even been 
originated in any country by its rulers. The first 
suggestions of such steps have always been by bold 
and able thinkers, who discern the abuse, denounce 
it, and point out how it can be remedied ... At 
length, if circumstances are favourable, the pressure 
from without becomes so strong, that the 
government is obliged to give way; and, the reform 
being accomplished, the people are expected to 
admire the wisdom of their rulers, by whom all this 
has been done. . . 

"It is only with the greatest difficulty that 
parliament is induced to grant what the people are 
determined to have, and the necessity of which has 
been proved by the ablest men. Posterity ought to 
know that great measures are extorted from the 
legislative by pressure from without; that they are 
conceded not cheerfully but with fear; and carried 
out by statesmen who have spent their lives in 
opposing what they now suddenly advocate ... 

'' ... since the most valuable improvements in 
legislation are those which subvert preceding 
legislation it is clear that the balance of good cannot 
be on their side. It is clear that the progress of 
civilization cannot be due to those who, on the most 
important subjects, have done so much ·harm that 
their successors are considered benefactors simply 
because they reverse their policy, and thus restore 
affairs to the state in which they would have 
remained if politicians had allowed them to run on in 
the course which the wants of society 
required ... The effects produced in European 
civilization by political legislation compose an 
aggregate so formidable that we may well wonder 
how, in the face of them, civilization has been able 
to advance. That under such circumstances it has 
advanced is a decisive proof of the extraordinary 
energy of man. . . 

''The world has been made familiar with the great 
truth, that one main condition of the prosperity of 
the people is that its rulers shall have very little 
power, that they shall by no means presume to raise 
themselves into supreme judges of the National 
interests, or deem themselves authorised to defeat 
the wishes of those for whose betterment alone they 
occupy the posts entrusted to them." 

It is obvious that we no longer have the political 
wisdom of our fore!athers. 

In his essay, "The Situation and the Outlook," C.H. 
Douglas says that " ... Government is inherently 
and inevitably restrictive and therefore ... the 
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amount of Government which a community can 
stand without collapsing is definitely limited, and if 
Governments are competitive, the most governed 
community will collapse first. And, there, the first 
policy to be applied to over-Government, i.e. 
Socialism, is and must be, a negative policy - a 
retreat from Government; less Government." • 

Let us now consider the main ideas developed by 
our forefathers in an attempt to limit the power of 
Governments and thus prevent the growth of that 
corruption Lord Acton warned about and which we 
have appalling evidence of on all sides today. The 
idea of limiting the powers of Governments which we 
understand best, is the decentralisation of political 
power by decentralised Government - small 
political units in which the representatives of the 
people are more easily amenable to electoral control 
than is the case in big political units. Decentralised 
Government is local Government. Local 
Government is Government on the spot by those who 
understand the conditions of their own locality. In 
Government close to the people there is less chance 
of delegated authority to an irresponsible 
bureaucracy - a feature of all centralised 
Governments. Centralised Governments, striving as 
they do for more and more power, try to legislate on 
so many matters which should either be the province 
of local Governments or right outside the control of 
all Governments, that the excuse is that there is too 
much legislation and that some responsibility must 
therefore be delegated to a bureaucracy. All 
Governments have argued in modern times that 
modern conditions have so complicated Government 
that some powers must be delegated to a 
bureaucracy. The complications mentioned can be 
traced to the policies, of Governments interfering 
with matters over which they should have no control. 

Another very good reason why local decentralised 
Goy~rnmen! is necessary, is because the smaller the 
poJitical umt, the less chance there is of majorities 
bemg used to destroy the rights of minorities. There 
has been no I?Ore dangerous definition of democracy 
than that which says that it is majority rule. In Sham 
Democracy James Guthrie writes:-

' 'Those in control of the modern State can and 
do, penalise mi~or!ties, because they claim that they 
represent a maJonty - the fact being overlooked 
that_ we ~re all, at one time or another, a member of 
a m1_non.ty. Parents are in a minority; farmers are in 
a ~monty; the. country d~ellers are in a minority; 
skilled men _are m ~ mi_nonty; the politically wise are 
very much ma mmonty. But 

so-called democratic governments demand the 
right - and they continually exercise this right -
to over-rule every minority, which together make 

the majority. 

In other wor~s. in practice we are witnessing 
governments u~mg the t_echniques of the manipulated 
mass-vote t? d~sfranch1se successive minorities, and 
transfer their nghts to the manipulators." 

The succe~s ~f. the political vote depends upon 
wheth~r the individual can preserve and extend his 
sovereignty by the use of it. We can best study the· 
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menace of the majority vote by considering the 
creation of a one world political unit. Under such 
conditions, nine million Australians would, in the 
world central Government, obviously be hopelessly 
outvoted by the representative of say, China. Now 
surely no one in his right senses would suggest that 
Australian affairs should be controlled by a majority 
on a world scale. 

Another aspect of the political vote is the use of 
the secret vote which permits not only majorities to 
be used to disfranchise minorities, but also permits 
this to be completely irresponsible. 

In his address, Realistic Constitutionalism, 
Douglas said: " .... the individual votes must be 
made individually responsible, not collectively 
taxable, for his vote. The merry game of voting 
yourself benefits at the expense of your neighbour 
must stop ... There is a clear method by which to 
approach this end - the substitution of the open 
ballot for the secret franchise ... " 

The following extracts from an article by Hewlett 
Edwards, first published in the Social Creditor, will 
provide the student with the basic arguments 
concerning the secret vote:-

"Dedsi\'e exercise of judgment is that policy 
formation which is the function proper to an 
individual, as an elector. This is the basic factor in 
any system which approaches the reality of 
democracy; and it can only be operative in the choice 
between practical, well defined alternatives. This is 
the anthithesis of what exists, for the keynote of 
elections is confusion, not clarity; they are contests 
between catchwords, slogans, vast generalisations 
and diffuse abstractions ... a technique of 
perversion ... has reduced the poli'iical system to an 
effective bar between the ordinary man and his 
common sense. The common sense which is at once 
his compass and his arm. So bereft, he is unable to 
take part in the formation of directive policy, and 
must submit to the imposition of other policies, alien 
to his own. . . . . 

"Probably the most debihtatmg factor of current 
political action is the irresponsibility of those 
concerned. Freedom - the ability to choose or to 
refuse - is primary, but it is commonsense that a 
man should be simply and directly answerable for his 
actions, it is that which binds him back to facts. This 
is dependent on action being open and avowed; it is 
the free expression of opinion which is a part of the 
English tradition, not the secret ballot which dates 
from 1982. At the present juncture it is not easy to 
find many who will admit to having put the present 
government into power, the elector hides behind the 
secret ballot when it suits him; Party members are 
screened by 'Party decisions'., and those who enact 
so many regulations ... are shrouded in an 
anonymous service. Such devices are so many 
channels for the exercise of power without 
responsibility ... Measures which diminish the 
integrity of the economic vote have been 
accomplished by an increasing advertisement and use 
of the political vote; to the effect, e.g. that the only 
recourse left to a man who wants to buy a banana is 
political. .. 

"It is often said, without realisation of what lies 
beneath the surface, that 'the world is going mad'; 
and there is something in it. Only the ordinary man 

by use of his compass and his arm - his common 
sense - can reverse the process. But he cannot vote 
with commonsense unless the issues presented for 
decisions (at elections) are reduced to such as 
common sense can deal with. This manner of 
summing up a proposition - its consequences and 
its cost; whether this is what you want. and whether 
this is what you want to pay for - forms a medium 
in which the ordinary man is still capable of the 
decisive act; and wherein he is accustomed to take 
direct responsibility, profiting if he 'buys well' and 
losing if he does not.·' 

Douglas suggests that the secret vote be abolished 
and replaced by an open, recorded and published 
vote, and that those who vote for the Government to 
pay all increases in taxation, etc., which the 
Government may levy. 

The most dangerous conception of responsible 
Government is that which insists that once a 

Government has been elected to office, it should 
have all power to do as it likes. 

A little thought will indicate the menace of this 
conception. Writing in his book, The King and His 
Dominion Governors, Dr. H. V. Evatt points oul 
how a Government is only the Government for the 
time being and should not be unlimited in its powers. 
He instanced how the Government of Newfoundland 
abolished itself without consulting the people of 
Newfoundland. Our British forefathers learned 
through hard experience that definite checks were 
required on elected Governments. This brings us to 
a study of Upper Houses, the Crown, and other 
checks on Governments. In his address, "Realistic 
Constitutionalism", to the British Constitutional 
Research Association, Douglas said:-

"ln some form or other sovereignty in the British 
Isles for the last two thousand years has been 
trinitarian. Whether we look on this trinitarianism 
under the names of Kings, Lords and Commons or 
as Policy Sanctions and Administration, the Trinity
in-Unity has existed, and our national success has 
been greatest when the balance (never perfect) has 
been approached. 

" ... by the stregthening and elevation of 
Common Law, and its repository in the care of an 
effective Second, non-elective, Chamber, or by some 
other method, clearly defined limits must be placed 
on the power of a House of Commons elected on a 
majority principle ... Common Law is something 
which, if it changes at all, ought to change very 
slowly indeed, and the greatest difficulty should be 
placed in the path of an attack upon it, both by 
insisting on its supremacy over House of Commons 
enactments, and by making it subject only to 
something at least as arduous as an Amendment to 
the United States Constitution ... " 

English Common Law can be traced right back to 
Magna Carta. It was built up to protect the rights of 
the individual. When the Common Law was more· 
widely understood, before the growth of what the 
former chief Justice of England, Lord Hewart, 
termed "bureaucratic lawlessness", the individual's 
rights were firmly protected. The Courts existed to 
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ensure that his rights were upheld, even against the 
Crown itself. Today the Courts don't uphold the 
Common Law; they are used by the "new 
despotism" for its own ends. 

Sir Henry Slessor has said: 

''The future of the Common Law is plainly more 
than a matter for lawyers. The Law of England is 
a unique contribution to Christian civilisation; its 

decay may prove to be one of the greatest 
tragedies of our age." 

In Australia, as in America, we do not have a non
elective Upper House such as the House of Lords in 
Great .Britain. The Upper House in the Federal 
sphere, the Senate, was the result of the Federal 
Constitution, and was intended to be a protection for 
the local State Governments. The Party system has 
destroyed the value of the Senate, and it is indeed 
fortunate that the Australian people have been 
protected to some extent from the predatory designs 
of the Federal Government, by the written Federal 
Constitution. One of the most important tasks 
confronting Australians is to make a positive defence 
of the Federal Constitution, the great bulwark 
against a complete centralised despotism from 
Canberra. 

Those who have never studied the history of 
Government complain that the Upper Houses are 
anti-democratic and oppose the will of the people. It 
is amazing how many people accept this nonsense. 
The basic idea of the Upper House, brought to this 
country from Great Britain and based upon sound 
.tradition, was to preserve the trinitarian balance in 
Government. The Upper House, restricted to those 
with specific qualifications, was intended _to be 
elected by a more responsible vote. Its function is 
not, as some people contP.nd, to block all legislation, 
but to ensure that legislation is not rushed through 
Parliament, legislation which could destroy the 
rights of the electors before they knew what was 
happening. 

Those people who complain that Upper Houses 
insist on opposing legislation affecting property 

• 
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right~. completely ignore the fac1 that the ownership 
of property of some description provides the 
individual with some degree of liberty and security. 
The most serious charge that can be levelled against 
Upper Houses is that they have failed to protect the 
basic rights of the people. 

A classic example of the great benefit of a 
re\ponsible Upnt:r House, is the manner in \\'hich the 
Tasmanian Upper House refused in 1944 to permit 
the Tasmanian Parliament to transfer enormous 
powers to the Federal Government, thus destroying 
the Federal Constitution. All the totalitarians were 
loud in their cries protesting how an "anti
democratic'" Upper House was preventing a 
"democratic" Lower House from doing as it 
desired. Now, the Tasmanian Upper House accepted 

• its responsibilities and insisted that no powers should 
be transferred to Canberra without the people's 
direct consent at a Referendum. The responsible 
action of the Tasmanian Upper House resulted in the 
1944 Referendum, at which the Tasmanian electors 
voted overwhelmingly against surrendering to 
Canberra the powers willing to be granted by the 
Tasmanian Lower House. In other words, if it had 
not been for the Tasmanian Upper House, the 
Tasmanian people would have had their rights 
destroyed without redress. 

Those who oppose Upper Houses also rail against 
Constitutional limitations to Governments. How 
often do we hear it said that it is ridiculous that the 
Federal Government, elected by a majority of the 
peopl~, _should be restricted by the Federal 
C~nstttullon? We also hear the High Court attacked. 
Like most written Constitutions our Federal 
Constitution embodies the political t~aditions of our 
race. Tradition may be termed the accumulated 
experience of the past, it is what has been found to 
work. The idea <;>f !r_adition is essentially sound and 
even the most pnm1t1ve people develop it in order to 
ensu_re the survival of the tribe. Over a Jong period 
of time our forefathers learned that Governments 
mu_st h_ave their powers limited, otherwise "snap" 
leg1slat1on could destroy what took hundreds of 
years to build up. 

. All British constitutional safeguards can be 
d1r~ctly !~aced to our Christian background. In an 
article, Under What King?" Douglas wrote in 
1945:- • ' 

'_'The Church (during the Medieval period) 
cla1_m_ed to be, and was to quite a considerable extent, 
~ hv1~g body of Superior Law, not different in 
mtent1_on. but far higher in conception, to the 
Constitution of the United States." 

Coi:npared with the Australian Constitution the 
American Constitution has the advantage of being 
much more difficult to amend. We can best 
~ndersta~d t_he conception of a tradition, whether it 
1s embo_d1ed _m ~ ~ornmon Law interpreted by a non
corrupt1bl_e ~ud1c1ary, a House of Lords such as in 
Great_ Bntam, or in a written Constitution, by 
referrmg to that most English of games cricket. 
Although there are specific rules under \~hich the 
game _1s played, the ~ctions of the players are also 
modilted ~ya co?e of sportsmanship. How often do 
we_ hear, . That 1s not done" or "It isn't cricket"? 
'!his :o_de 1s not continued by a "voting" process; it 
1s a hvmg, permanent tradition. 
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The Monarch - Natural Embodiment of Honours & 
Sanctions - Culture and Tradition 

We now come to. a brief examination of the 
function of the Crown. It is often contended that the 
major principle of the British Constitution is the 

'The opposition of future to past to future is_ abs~r~. 
The future brings us nothing, gives u~ noth111g; 11 1s 
we who in order to build 1t have to give everyth111g, 
our very life. But to be able to give, one has to 
possess; and we possess no other life, no'other living 
sap, than the treasures stored up from the past and 
digested, assimilated and create_d afresh ~y us. O:,all 
the human soul's needs, none 1s more vital. .. 

"The Need for Roots" 
Simone Weil 

And the parson made it his text that 
week and he said likewise, 

That ~ lie which is half a truth is ever the 
blackest of lies, 

That a lie which is all a lie may be met 
and fought with outright, 

But a lie which is part a truth is a harder 
matter to fight. 

''The Gra11d111other, '' 

omnipotence of Parliament. So far from this being 
the case, the great Bill of Rights specifically lays it 
down that the individual may petition the King. 

The essential idea behind the Bill of Rights 
was ... that the British people had certain rights and· 
liberties, established by custom and not subject 
either to the whim of Parliaments or the conspiracies 
of politicians, and the King was the supreme 
Defender of these Personal Rights. In his Realistic 
Constitutionalism Douglas writes:-

"The essential soul of a nation is in its character. 
its culture and tradition. 

The King is the natural embodiment of Honours and 
Sanctions - of Culture and Tradition and, as such, 
is naturally the Supreme Commander of the Armed 
Forces." 

Because of his embodiment of the nation's culture 
and tradition, the King, or his various 
representatives in all parts of the British Empire, 
represents all the people and has the power to veto all 
legislation. If used, the veto could compel legislators 
either to place legislation directly before the people, 
or if they felt that the people would not sanction it, 
not pursue it any further. It is interesting to note that 
even in a Republic such as America, the trinitarian 
idea of Government has been maintained, with the 
President having the power of veto of any 
legislation. 

So far from legislation being easy to pass, it should 
be made a· process which permits the greatest possible 
consideration to be given to it. If Upper Houses and 
the Crown were functioning as they were conceived 
by our forefathers, they would be ensuring that 
legislation be reduced to a minimum and carefully 
examined. 

SHARPEN 
YOUR 
SCISSORS 

The editor ,s eaxer IO hear from any reader who ..-,II 
undertake 10 ,end a co1111m11nx 111pply of 11sefut new~
paper d1pp1nR1 on ,llly su/JJect relalinR rn .111stralw ·1 

heritaRe. 

Thuse reader< who rece11·e newspapen from nver1ea1 
are part,rnlarfr a•.ked to keep a look 0111 for m1tahle 
matenal. .A /1errwt11·elr. wh r not a1k o,·eneaJ rela111·e 
or fnend, to do 11 fo; ruu; 

Sn often. ,·11al 111forma11011 1.1 d1.1Rarrled when the 
ne,rspaper end, 11 /rfe 111 the d11sth111. Whr 1101 ~hare the 
new\ w11h orhen ,, 

__ LET'S KEEP THEM! ______ _ 

OUR FLAG 

OUR HERITAGE 

OUR FREEDOM 

llll<lfll,I ,11'\I\\I\IH'-l1\\\l\t\l{J<1,, 1'\(d 



~~~~~t~~~ r , i POETRY OF l r AUSTRALIA 1 ~ 1 
Thomas Bracken i 

(1843 

NOT UNDERSTOOD 

Not understood, we move along asunder; 
Our paths grow wider as the seasons creep 

l Along the years; we marvel and we wonder 
. Why life is life, and then we fall asleep • 

Not understood. 

l_ Not understood, w
1
e gather hfalse impressions 

1

.: 

r 
And hug them c oser as t e years go by; 

Till virtues often seem to us transgressions; 
And thus men rise and fall, and live and die 

Not understood. 

•. Not understood! Poor souls with stunted vision ,... 

I Oft measure giant~ with their narrow gauge; 1 
The poisoned shafts of falsehood and derision i 

Are oft impelled 'gainst those who mould the age, · ·i Not understood. .., 

Not understood! How tri fies often change us! 
The thoughtless sentence and the fancied slight 

Destroy long years of friendship, and estrange us, 3 
And on our souls there falls a freezing blight; 6, 

Not understood. 

• 0 God! that men would see a little clearer , 
Or judge less harshly where they cannot 'see! l 

0 God! that men would draw a little nearer • 
~~ To one another, - they'd be nearer Thee, f. T And understood. i! 

t i --~~~~~f~~~~ 
11/:HIH(i/· Sl·l'll·:'\IBl·K•NO\ l·\1111·1{ l'IS~ 1'·\lil S 



Pictures of the Past 
(Readers are invited to submit old photographs, 
and short exf)lanations for this page) 
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Japa11ese surrender party. Major-General A rachi and 
Staff 11·ith 217th Battalion Officers /1.I.F. L1-Co/011el 
Padln11y. Major Nelso11 a11d Adjutant. 

~ t 

l 
Major-Ge11eral Adachi arrivi11g to perso11ally surrender. 
He was carried by the natives under his co111111a11d. 

The following pictures relate to the surrender bv 
~lajor-General HATAZO ADACHI of the XVIJ°l 
Japanese army in New Guinea. The sum:ndcr took 
place on 13th September. 1945, at a jungle area called 
1-,'.JRARIVU. 

Pictures are by courtesy of Captain \V. Butler, whose 
name appears with others on the surrender !lag in 
Canberra along \\'ith the pictures of the surrender i; the 
archi,·es of the War Memorial. 

Photos a11d Expla11ations forll'arded by Frances Allen . 
Ba/\\'_1•11, Vic. 

S11rre11der of Japa11ese forces 
Ba11alio11 A./. F. 

After the s11rre11der Major-Cenernl Adachi was carried 
back to his Headquarters by his own <~fficers, 11·here he 
was put 1111der p,uarcl. 

Ill HI/ IC,/ ,1-Pll \IIH I{ '-(l\l \IIH H l'1S'- P\1..d \/ 



The Case for Patriotism 

By Sir Arthur Bryant 

The following article is reprinted from "The Lion 
and the Unicorn" and continues this series by Sir 

Arthur Bryant. 

Much is said about the evils of patriotism. It is 
supposed to lead to wars and every kind or irrational 
and reactionary prejudice and to be an influence for 
bad from which the young should be guarded at all 
costs. At best, it is seen as a species of old-fashioned 
nonsense, deserving the ridicule of every well
educated and progressive person. 

Yet before discarding it altogether one should first 
ask what it is. In its original sense, patriotism means 
love of the land on which one lives. It arises out of 
the look and feel of the familiar soil and landscape 
of home, of its tilth, contours and colours, its plants 
and vegetation, its woods and rivers, its horizons and 
minutest blade of grass. This is one of the strongest 
and most elementary feelings of man, though one of 
which modern town-dwellers have been partly 
deprived by the artificial character of urban life. 
Even here, it is remarkable how much affection men 
can feel for the urban and industrial entity in which 
they have grown up, however hideous to the eyes of 
strangers. Glasgow, for instance, is scarcely an 
Athens or Florence, yet Glaswegians sometimes sing 
with emotion, and even tears, a not particularly 
inspiring ballad, of which the refrain runs-

/ belong to Glasgow, 
Dear old Glasgow town. 

Even the most enthusiastic internationalist could 
hardly regard such a sentiment as anti-social or 
would object to a similar song about Leopoldville or 

the capital of Ghana, by one of those cities' grateful 
sons or daughters. 

For those who live by the soil and grow the world's 
food, love of country is not merely a sentiment but 
a force of great economic and practical importance. 
It is love of the soil, of the dear familiar fields he has 
wrestled with and tended and expended his sweat and 
treasure on, month after month and year after year, 
that makes your dedicated countryman, the man 
who is always trying to give more to the land than he 
takes. The English rural land-scape, as we know it, 
has been made by such men over the patient 
centuries: 

These homes, this valley spread below me here, 
The rooks, the tilted stacks, the beasts in pen, 

Have been the heartfe/1 things, past-speaking dear, 
To unknown generations of dead men.' 

Out of this natural love, this feeling 
deeper than our speech and thought, 

Beyond our reason's sway 
arises, in the course of civilisation, another love-the 
love for the ideals which have become associated 
with the national community serving the land. So the 
:3cottish peasant in the harsh wars of rival lordships 
in ~he fou~teenth century developed an intense 
feeling for liberty, the feeling expressed by the poet 
Barbour when, in his epic, "The Brus" he 
apostrophised the ideal his hero embodied fo'r his 
countrymen: 

Ah! freedom is a noble thing. 
_So, a Frenchman, when he thinks of la patrie, 

thinks not only of "the fair and pleasant land of 
Fran~e", with its beautiful capital and noble 
provinces, but of that fierce intellectual spirit and 
sen_se ?f common humanity and human dignity 
~h1ch 1s France's supreme gift to mankind. And we 
in E~gl_and developed over the centuries a deeply-felt 
patnousm, based on the belief in certain common 
ideals, fo~ wh?se continuance men were ready to die 
and any v1olat1on of which by those who governed or 
s~oke for her could fill them with shame and 
d1sho_nour. Such ideals may have been obscured and 
\ost ~1~ht of today, yet they can still be a potent force 
m cns1s _to rouse the emotions and inspire the services 
of Enghshmen. Among them are justice or what we 
call "fair play", tenderness towards the weak and 
courage in . p~otecting and championing the 
oppres_sed, fidelity to pledged word, endurance in 
advers1t,Y, l?yalty to cause and comrade, that playing 
for one s side and not letting it down which is such 
~ strong, ~ven if, at times, dangerous force. These 
ideals, which used to be traditionally associated with 
the name of England's patron saint, St. George, 
grew out ?f _our Christian faith and the virtues which 
the C~nst1an Churches taught to successive 
genera;1ons <;>f Englishmen. So Charles Lister, before 
he fe!! 111 action, wrote of his friend, Julian Grenfell, 
that he stood for something very precious - of an 
England of my dreams, made of honest brave and 
tender !11en, and his life and death must have done 
somet_hm~ towards the realisation of that England". 

i:wice 111 our gen~ration this binding force proved 
~f m~mense va_lu~ in preserving the decencies and 
hberties of Ch_nst~an civilisation. Without it the ugly 
id~als of totahtanan despotism could not have been 
wnh~tood. Those patriotic virtues inherent in 
Englishmen and in their Scottish, Welsh and 



Northern Irish compatriots - and which have 
nothing to do, as is commonly supposed, with race 
but everything with creed - were epitomised in the 
wartime speeches of Winston Churchill. Even if 
Britain plays no further part in shaping the affairs of 
mankind, these will always be remembered for the 
love of country they expressed and the effect on the 
world's history of the response they evoked. 

It seems strange that, at a time when in so many 
places - where hitherto the binding force of 
nationality has meant little - an almost hysterical 
consciousness of it prevails, in Great Britain, whose 
people have long been famed for their national pride 
and cohesion, patriotism has become almost an ugly 
word. Even to praise the corporate virtues which 
only a quarter of a century ago turned the 
triumphant tide of totalitarian tyranny, is to label 
oneself a reactionary. Sacrifice for one's country, 
courage., discipline, devotion to duty, are denigrated' 
by those who mould the nation's beliefs and teach its 
young. Yet in Russia and China, Yugoslavia and 
Poland, Egypt,. Indonesia, Tanzania and 
Somaliland, indeed in almost every country except 
this, patriotism is regarded as the first of the social 
virtues, and treason against one's country and its 
corporate ideals, even the mildest criticism of them, 
as a crime. The very organs of international co
operation, which to us appear as a sacred altar on 
which to sacrifice national self-interest and pride, are 
used by other countries as a mechanism for 
furthering their national policies and exalting their 
patriotic ego. 

What explanation is there for a phenomenon so 
contradictory? Why is it right for anyone living in, 
say, Zambia, who is suspected of criticising the 
Zambian State and its rulers to be imprisoned 
without trial and threatened with confiscation, 
explusion or death, while here anyone who advocates 
the protection of British rights or British nationals is 
denounced as a "gunboat imperiali~t"? I_s. the 
explanation that given by the present Pnme M1mster 
for the Rhodesian deadlock, that we here and those 
of our now despised "kith and kin" in Rhodesia are 
living in two different centuries; that we have passed 
out of the age of the topee, the sundowi:ier an_d the 
Union Jack, while they, Edward1a~-mmded 
"hearties" colonialists and "racists", are still, 
deplorably' by our standards, living in it? Yet the 
weakness of this explanation is that, if it be true, the 
Zambians and Indonesians, Egyptians and Chinese, 
and, indeed, the peoples of almost all countries _but 
ours, with the possible exception of the Umted 
States, are doing the same. Can it ?e trl;le ~hat the.rest 
of the world in pursuing the nauonahs!1c delusions 
of the past is half a century or more behm_d us? That 
we alone are marching along the highway. to 
universal understanding and global peace and umty? 

An alternative explanation, however, is that we ~re 
wrong in supposing national pride to be a conception 
mankind can afford to discard. 

For patriotism, which means so much to others, is 
still one of the only ways in which human beings 
can be induced voluntarily to act unselfishly, for a 

common purpose. 

A nation is an instrument - and probably in 
!11a~kind's p_resent state of development, ' an 
md1spensable mstrument - for social well-being and 
progress. To evoke their full potentialities and 
harness them to a common creative end men need 
some corporate ideal to which they can d;dicate and 
when necessary, sacrifice themselves. It must not b~ 
too universal, or the sense of personal identification 
and stimulus becomes lost; yet it must be large and 
comprehensive enough to unite all sorts and 
conditions of men and talents in a great communal 
pursuit. In no country has this stimulus been 
stronger than in ours. Think of the achievements in 
alf!lO~t every field, of early nineteenth cent~ry 
Bntam - of Nelson and Keats, Wilberforce, 
Constable and Faraday, Livingstone, Wordsworth 
and Florence Nightingale - and one can see what 
patriotism has done for us - and the world - in the 
past. Much of the inertia and drift from which all 
classes in the community, especially the young are 
su_ff e~ing today ~ris~ from the vacuum caused by the 
reJect1on of patnot1sm. It was the reaction brought 
about by the terrible casualties of the First World 
War - during which love and pride of country 
spurred men to endure sufferings almost too great to 
!Je borne - whic_h. still causes so many of our 
mte_llectuals! pubhc1sts _and teachers to inveigh 
agamst patnot1sm and brmg up the young to despise 
it. Yet when in 1939 a second assault was made on 
the liberties, lives and decencies of free men, a 
temporary revival of patriotism in the young alone 
enabled us to stem the tide of despotism. 

Can all the king's horses and all the king's men put 
Humpty-Dumpty together again? It is anybody's 
guess. But, short of a world-wide religious revival to 
~voke the selfless and co-operative qualities inherent 
m men, I can see no other way in which the 
disruptive and destructive forces threatening to tear 
modern materialistic society apart can be withstood. 
I believe we have got to teach the young - the not 
so young can only learn from bitter experience and 
disaster -

the ancient lesson that men owe to their country 
and her traditions almost everything which makes 

civilised life worth living 

and that, having received so much from her and 
those who served her in the past, it is incumbent on 
them to repay that debt by giving themselves to her 
service. It is not necessary to be a soldier and f 
death in battle to be a patriot. The husbandman 
craftsman, the professional man, the poet and a;ti 
an~ all ~ho devote their ~ifts and skills to enrichin1s 
their native land, are servmg her no less. Therein for 
those who realise it, lies happiness and fulfilm~nt. 

0 pray for the peace of Jerusalem: they shall 
prosper that lo'Ve thee. Peace be within thy 
walls and plenteousness within thy palaces. 
For my brethren and companions' sakes I 

will wish thee prosperity. 
The psalmist understood what he was talking 

about. 

1 John Masefield, 1914. Heinemann. 
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reader, Mr Jo n 

Sie fressen al/es, was ihnen Uber den Weg Jiiutt 

Australien: Invasion 
der Riesenkriiten Alles Versch/ingende, te//er

gro(l,e Riesenkroten vagabun
dieren .per Anha/ter· auf Au
tos und Lastwagen quer durch 
Nordaustrafien und bedrohen 
mit ihrer FreBfust die gesamte 
~leintierwe/t. Nun sch/agen 
die BeJ:,orden Alarm . 

• Die Oueens/and-Zucke,. 
rohrkrote Wird zur Plage-, be-
klagen die Landwirte Und rii
sten zur lagd auf die Tiere. 
Fressen doch die kroten ein
fach al/es, was ihnen in den 
Weg kommt: vom kleintier bis 
zum Zigarettenanzunder. Und 
Wei/ ihnen das Marschieren zu 
muhsam ist, reisen sie als 
.b/inde Passagiere- in Persone
nautos Und Lastwagen mit._ 

Grund genug Fiir Austra/iens 
Naturschutzminister Steve 
Hatton, an Tankste//en und 
Rasthausern • .Fahndungspfa
kate· anbringen zu /assen. auf 
denen a/le Lenker aufgefordert 
Werden, nach den Tieren Aus
schau zu ha/ten und sie Wieder 
an die frische Luft zu setzen . 
• Damit sie sich nicht im ganzen 
Land verbreiten. · 

Austrafische Rle.,enkrote: FreB . . . ; 
(Austrol,>,q G;0 ., r0 d· .,. . 8'°''8 "nd "'"elo,1;, 

• I ft in its way. thing that is e T TOADS • a • orac,ous and rravef-hapPY) 
It eats ""~VASION OF GIAN mcything, 

AUSTRALIA: I_ as a plate, dev_o1:m~? with motor H g
e toads as big "hitch-h1k10gA tralia, and 

u f fa tramp, North us ·mal lead the Ii e o ks right across whole small-a01 
cars and t~uc eir gluttony the me alarmed. 
threaten with ~~orities have beco d has become a 
world. The au u ar-cane toa aring to hunt 

he Queensland s !nd they are pr~p that comes 
,I.ue to the '"he"t~ads eat eve,ytr•~,~Ue lightm! 

fhe matu,es. T all animals to cglk they make their way, ·t irks t em • • from sm h to wa d because I 
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• _opxc . 
A regular feature by Reg . _ 

The British? Never heard of them! 
It Is distressing enough to be acutely aware that 

the British heritage of this nation is slandered by 
many, but it is more distressing to learn that our 
heritage is deliberately neglected by the authorities. 
Just what do I mean by that? Well, for those who 
receive the excellent magazine, "Institute of Public 
Affairs Review" for Summer 1985 (Vol. 38, No. 41, 
Or. Ken Baker tias written an article on this very 
matter. Entitled, "The Bicentenary: Celebration or 
apology?" He states for instance, "The programme 
(Bicentenary of the Australian/ Authority) fails. to 
mention the shared institutional framework, British 
in origin, which guarantees the right of all 
Australians, regardless of background, to equality 
before the law, participation in the pol1t1cal prncess, 
freedom of expression, etc." Further,_ '.'While the 
programme fails to give due reco9n1tIon to the 
British contribution to Australia's heritage, It singles 
out the history and contribution of the Australian 
aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders for special 
attention." 

The Australian Bicentenary Authority is but one 
organisation; another is the proposed _Museum of 
Australia for Canberra. As correctly pointed out in 
the Bulletin magazine of 14th June 1983, __ the 
Museum will mention everyone except the British. 
The Anglo-Saxon-Keltic Society has_ followed up this 
shocking state of affairs, only to have our fears 
confirmed. On our application a large, well produced 
report was forwarded to us re the Museum. After 
careful study, a letter was sent to the Director of the 
Museum of Australia O.F. McM1chael, GPO Box 
1901, Canberra. ACT·. 2601. In part it read: "We 
have studied the report and whilst It mentions many 
peoples {example No. 33, page 401 _and gives ample 
reference to the Aboriginal population and includes 
what we consider an unnecessary reference to 
"racism" ("Work", page 19and No. 38, page401 the 
word British cannot be found in the whole report. 
which is 80 pages long. This fact is totally 
unacceptable to the ASK Society." 

Mr McMichael replied: "The fact that the word 
British does not appear in the Report of the Interim 
Council should not be taken to imply that either that 
body or the permanent Council of the Museum does 
not recognise and respect the place of Great Britain 
and the British people in the history_ of modern 
Australia. On the contrary. in everything that the 

· Interim Council wrote and in every decision and 
action of the permanen't Council it is implicit tha_t the 
central role of Great Britain and the British will be 

recognised and featured. Both bodies were, 
however, properly concerned to draw attention to 
the fact that people of other national and social 
origins are also part of modern Australia and should 
not be overlooked. 

"It is, of course, not possible to rewrite or in any 
way change the Report of the Interim Council". 

We again wrote to the Director asking him to 
include the word British and explain what is exactly 
meant by the word "racism". On the 3rd May 1985 
he replied: "I am always ready to respond to genuine 
inquiries about the Museum of Australia, but I will 
not enter into correspondence on idealogical 
matters." 

Idealogical matters? We wrote to the director 
again, offering to meet him on the matter; there has 
only been silence. 

Mr McMichael, this is just not good enough. I can 
assure you. sir, this is not the end of the matter. 
Let's all keep on their backs with this matter and 
have our heritage recognised! 
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Service with a Threat 

By Dr. Geoffrey Dobbs 
Whilst the following article, reprinte<f .Jrom Th_e 

British Journal (Home), refers to British Pubhc 
authorities, readers will recognise the sim(larity to 
the methods employed by the bureaucracies under 
which we suffer. 

In the autumn of 1981 one of our contributors 
returned from a holiday to find the usual heap of 
mail on his doormat. Not one quarter of it was real, 
personal communication. The rest was either 
unwanted advertising, or bills, which were of two 
sorts: ordinary commercial invoices for goods _or 
services rendered, and demands for money w1t_h 
menaces which last were exclusively from pubhc 
monopoiies supplying essential services to the home. 

The advertising matter included several saf!1ples_ of 
the now standardised Smart Alick Sales Kit, with 
fake personal letter and grand cert~ficate 'awarding' 
the recipent Six Lucky Numbers m Free Draw for 
holiday in Bahamas, motor car, or large cash sum; 
also Free Shoddy Gift and Free Trial of Whatever. 
Please Please Send N~ Money! Just sign here and 
here including Bakers' Order or Direct Debit Note, 
and put in Freepost Envelope. Ugh! We are shocked 
to see that the Consumers' Association has now 
descended to this sort of Sales Gimmick. A pity! I 
used to be on the Consumers' side! 

As for the Demands-with-Menaces - the bills for 
such services as water supply, electricity, gas, 
telephone, have always had to be paid, not to 
mention income tax; but people are now beginning to 
forget, or if young they never knew, that these 
services used to be supplied locally, and the bills paid 
locally, so that any troubles could be settled either on 
the telephone, or face to face at the local office. 
Accounts were issued personally in a normal and 
civilised manner, and late payment was dealt with by 
a series of polite reminders which rarely needed to 
reach the stage of a regretful warning of legal action 
or withdrawal of the service, and still more rarely to 
the final resort of an actual summons, or service 
cut-off. 
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Not so with our modern bureaucratic monopolies, 
which slap out wholsale, immediate threats of le~al 
action, or cutting off the service_ wit~ a penalty. tor 
restoring it, bulk-printed in red mk m standard1~ed 
form, as afirst, not a last resort when less offensive 
methods have failed. 

THREATENING NOTICES 
But to return to our householder, home to a mass 

of paper, mostly waste, delivered during his absence. 
This, inevitably, included a number of such 'red' 
threatening notices, such as, for instance, that from 
British Telecom which said (our emphasis): "We 
have recently sent you a bill ... Non-payment will 
lead to your line being disconnected. . . '' And 
overpage it says: "Rental continues to be charged 
during any period of disconnection. After payment 
there may be a delay before service can be 
reconnected ... A reconnection fee is charged." 
And on top of all this is a note which says: "If you 
have already paid your bill please disregard this, 
notice ... " 

In view of the fact that payments, especially 
through the local post office which is the most 
convenient for many people, can take up to 14 days 
to get through the bureaucratic machine to the 
computer, a large proportion of these bullying. 
threats are always made in respect of bills already 
paid (as in this case). But the new relationship with 
the consumer is made abundantly clear: "You can 
forget all that old-fashioned nonsense about us being 
public servants. We've got a monopoly of something 
you need for living, so we charge you what we like, 
we treat you as we like, and just to make it clear who 
is boss, we pref er to extract what we charge by 
threats rather than by the out-of-date practice of 
giving the sort of service which the customer is 
delighted to pay for with gratitude and goodwill. 
Monopolies don't have to do that!" 

In terms of manners these final notices are roughly 
the equivalent of sending round a sixteen stone 
'heavy' to put his face six inches from the 
householder's, and raising a ham-like fist to snarl: 

·"I dunno whether you've paid, but if yo~ haven't, 
hand over pronto or I'll bashya!" No! This is not a 
carica~ure of t~e Monopoly's employees, the chaps 
who f 1x our wires or read our meters or take our 
bills over the counter, who are usually quite amiable. 
The style of public relations of a Monopoly is 
decided at the top. 

BIG IS MORONIC 
Among his paper heap our contributor also found 

no less than five separate envelopes containing 
demands from the Inland Revenue, two of them for 
alarmingly large sums followed by the letter E, which 
fortunately he realised meant that they were 
'estimated', thus showing that his Tax Return, sent 
in a month earlier, had not yet 'registered'. The 
remaining three were demands for two quarterly 
payments on his old age pension, which being small 
sums, he had always paid in one lump to avoid 
further confusion. But despite pounding the Tax 
Inspector with reminders of this, it had never got 
through and months after payment and receipt, an 
official was sent round to enquire into its non
payment. All this is quite typical of the mental 



fragmentation not only of Government bureaucracy, 
but of all large organisations. It used all to be quite 
simple. One official had the file in the local office, 
and the taxpayer could go round and clear everything 
up with him. Nothing so moronic could then happen 
as simultaneous demands for two large lump sums 
which in fact were not owing (with threats to charge 
interest if not paid immediately) while as an o.a.p. 
the same person must pay in four quarterly 
instalments even if he didn't want to. It really does 
seem as if the machine has taken over and the people 
are merely witless cogs in it! 

AUTOMATED LAW 
Unfortunately, while our householder was 

preoccupied with all this, one of the buff envelopes 
got mislaid among the advertising rubbish so that he 
did not open it until, some weeks later, without 
further warning, he found another buff envelope 
among his mail. This was a long one containing a 
summons from the County Court taken out by the 
Water Authority, for payment of 25 quarterly 
instalment on the Water Rate, plus 19 costs, of 
which 4 was the Court's fee for issuing, and 15 the 
solicitor's fee for taking out, the summons. 

Now the Water Rate, while included under t~e 
General Rate had been demanded half-yearly m 
advance, but ~ith no reminder provided it was paid 
during the first quarter of the half-year. When 
separated from the General Rate it was. suddenly 
demanded quarterly, but with only _one nouce posted 
in March the householder bemg expected to 
remember 'the dates for payment each q~arter.lf he 
didn't the only reminder he got was the fmal threat
notice' followed automatically by a posted summons 
which' was sent out without warning or even by 
registered or recorded delivery postage. It was all 
automatic. No trace of common courtesy or account 
for the common accidents of life such as non
delivery or loss of the notice, absent-mindedness, let 
alone absence from home, sickness, death or 
bereavement, and no checking of !he cust?mer's 
previous payment record or even m~km& certam tha} 
he was in arrears before summonsmg him for debt. 

As it happened our pensioi:ier, being a ~an of, 
habit, had continued to pay his Water Rate m _two 
instalments, half-yearly, as he had for the previous 
twenty years. A telephone call t? the Water 
Authority's local office soon ascertame~ that they 
had not bothered to check this before _gomg to ~3:w, 
so he then wrote to their Chief Execuuve, explammg 
the circumstances, and that the matter could ha~e 
been settled in one minute by a 5p. telephone call if 
normal commercial courtesies had been observed. 
He also raised the broader issue of the &eneral _e_ffect 
of these robotic ultimata upon the private ~1t12e1!, 
and especially the elderly, and upo~ the. relauonsh_tp 
between the Authority and the public, with whom its 
reputation was particularly bad. 

The Chief Executive's reply was, as usu3:l, politely 
worded and as usual from official to public, ev3:ded 
the real' points made. His excuses were three: first, 
the enormous number of the bills th_ey had to send 
out• second that by trial they had found that they 
cou'ld extra~! payment from their customers only 
under threat; and third, th~t t~~y had no~ enoug_h 
staff to be able to deal md1v1~ually with their 
customers. The first two are m themselves, a 
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Service with a Threat? 

complete condemnation of the monstrous size of 
these public monopolies and of their centralisation 
and remoteness from the people. The third is a 
typical piece of bland bureaucratic nonsense when it 
is applied to a preference for a wholesale resort to the 
time-wasting and expensive business of going to law; 
obtaining and sending out summonses, correspond
ence with the Court, preparation qf the Case and 
attendance at the Court or arbitration - the whole 
business spun out over as much as six months. To 

. argue that a staff which has time for this way of 
dealing individually with the customer, as a first 
personal contact with him could not spare the time to 
check his payment record first, or to lift the 
telephone, or send him a personal note, to discover 
whether it is really necessary to drag him before the 
Justices is just so much idiotic nonsense, such as we 
get far too much of from our officialdom. No one 
without the financial resources of huge monopoly 
could afford to behave in this way. 

MAN BITES MONOPOLY-AT A COST 
Although our householder had already paid the 

full Water Rate in his two instalments, each in the 
first half of the half-year (instead of the first half of 
each quarter as most people had) and although the 
Water Monopoly had already announced the 
abolition of quarterly payment and a reversion to 
half-yearly payment in its commands to the citizenry 
for the following year, it refused to withdraw its 
summons. This showed quite clearly that its 
objective was not the recovery of the small and 
mistakenly alleged 'debt' for the third quarter, but 
the punishment of the ratepayer for non-compliance 
with that year's official routine by the use of the 
Court and solicitor's costs as a fine. 

Formal enquiry at the Court in question as to the 
number of summonses taken out that year by the 
Water Authority was politely rejected, but informal 
enquiry led to the reply "Thousands!", said with a 
grin indicating comic exaggeration. Since it took six 
months for this petty case even to reach tne point of 
preliminary arbitration it was clear that the 
Authority was monopolising the Court to a 
considerable extent for its own purposes. 



Service with a Threat 
Although advised by the Citizens Advice Bureau 

to pay up, for fear of larger costs if it came to Court, 
our contributor stuck to his guns, while accepting 
arbitration. When at last the case came up before the 
local Registrar, while thinking it wiser not to 
challenge the Court's 4 fee, he challenged the 
solicitor's 15 fee on the grounds that the summons 
had been taken out without correct in formation as to 
his payment record. 

In the outcome, he won his point, and the 
Authority was not allowed to recover its solicitor's 
costs for issuing a summons without checking the 
alleged debtor's payments - a minor point, but a 
precedent of some importance, even though not a 
judgment in open Court. He thought it worth while 
though it was not won without cost - not merely the 
Court's 4, but in unnecessary fury and prolonged 
annoyance and worry over what should have been a 
trivial matter which could have been settled in a fe\\ 
minutes. This was not helpful to a pensioner in his 
?O's, but this one was able to cope effectively. There 
are many others who could not, especially lonely 
women, such as widows whose departed husbands 
had always settled the bills, and who can become 
depressed and abnormally alarmed by the stream of 
threats in scarlet print delivered through their letter 
boxes. Imagine the effect on such an elderly woman 
of a Court summons for debt suddenly delivered 
without warning because she had been away, or sick, 
or confused, or the dog had run off with the robotic 
ultimatum! Our mental hospitals are full of such 
people with 'nervous breakdowns' because they 
cannot cope; and some are driven to suicide. Alas! 
we know qf what we write! 

PUBLIC SERVANTS VS PUBLIC BULLIES 
This matter is by no means trivial. It is more 

important than any 'World Issue'. It deals with the 
oppression of people in their homes by the 
Bureaucracy, which is the essence of all tyranny; and 
it is no accident that it is the Water Monopoly alone 
has dared to exploit its control over a Ii fe-essential to 
force and unwanted substance into the bodies of 
protesting people, contemptuously ignoring their 
protests, and even those of their elected 
representatives, as if they were slaves or animals. It 
is notorious that this is done at the behest of another 
Monopoly, that which bears the name of 'Health', 
which derives its power from the control of the 
impotent sick; and it is not surprising that it is the 
hired 'workers' in these two Monopolies who, taking 
their cue from their bosses, have recently been 
exploiting their stranglehold on the public to extract 
more money from them by so-called 'industrial 
action'. 

It is typical _of the Water Monopoloy's attitude to 
the Law that 1t forces fluoride into people's bodies 
under cover of a financial indemnity against legal 
costs, sh~uld 3:ny of them seek to challenge it at law. 
All th1~ 1s quite consistent with its preference for 
extracting_ payment by threats and using legal costs as 
a w!11pp1ng for d1sobed_icnce 10 its arbitrary 
condlt ions. Under the circumstances it is not 
unexpected that people are unwilling to pay until 
forced. 

All this has got to be changed! These vast 
monopolies have got to be broken up and brought 
nearer to the people they exist to service, and their 
members have to learn that they are hired as our 
servants, not as our masters. Since, when they go to 
their homes, they are people like us, in fact they are 
'us', it is not impossible. Most of them would prefer 
to be public servants than public bullies, but there is 
always the minority whom power corrupts, and it is 
they who hold the power, and who have to be 
exposed, as much to their colleagues as to the public. 

As a small first step it is essential that we insist that 
no public utility shall execute sanctions, whether by 
legal summons or cutting off service without first 
making personal contact with the ~ustomer and 
giv!ng _him or her adequate opportunity to meet the 
claim in a normal and amicable way. 

The pretence that this would involve more work 
than going to law, or cutting off the service and 
restoring it again is manifest nonsense and should be 
exposed as such. The alleged economy and efficiency 
of enormous size and remote control has by now 
been th?roughly discredited; and as for the argument 
that, with such enormous numbers to deal with the 
extraction of payment by the circularisatio,; of 
automatic computerised threats is inevitable and the 
only way that 'works' - this alone makes the 
strongest case for cutting these monsters down to a 
size in which they can deal with people, not statistics. 

~eanwhile, our contributor, by his successful 
resistance to a bit of legal bullying, has taken a small 
step in the right direction which may serve as a useful 
example. 

Is our Bureaucracy as bad? Readers' 
comments and examples please. Ed. 
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'To Emulate the Birds. ' • • 

On St. Patrick's Day, 17 March 1910, Fred 
C11s1ance made 1he firs! con1rolled powered flight 
in A us1ralia a, Bolivar near Adelaide in a Bleriot 
monoplane. 

Since then, thousands of A ustra/ians have flown 
propel/or-driven aircrajl, helicopters, commercial 
and military jets to present a broad canvas of 
aviation in this country on which many special 
people have made their mark. 

L"11-re11ce l·/ar1<rave resri111< rhe lift of /Jax kites ll'ith the aid of a 
spri11g /Jalance at Stamrell Park. 

Lawrence Hargrave 
Early on a cool grey morning in 1893, the 

villagers of Stanwell Park on the south ~oast. of 
New South Wales awoke to the sound of tlapping 
wings. 

Up on the headland high above the huddle of 
houses, something that looked like a \younded 
eagle fluttered helplessly across the open ground. 

Abruptly it slithered to a halt and died. 
But this was no ordinary bird. Its life force was 

24 rubber bands and its motivation a burning 
ambition by one young man to emulate the birds 
and fly. 

His name was Lawrence Hargrave and he was to 
become one or the world's greatest aviation 
pioneers. 

Tucked away in his modest home in t_he ocean 
front village, cut off by thousands of kilometres 
from the mainstream of modern thought, he toiled 
away tirelessly to realise his dream of creating a 
machine that could leap from this earth and move 
through 1he air. 

Hargrave was a man of genius. He laid down 
almost every major principle of aerodynamics. 

There were !he pioneers like Hany Hawker, 
Kelfh and Ross Smith and Co thrOuf!.h World War 
I A!tstralian Flyin?, Corps pilots to Ben Hink/er, 
Smahy, Ulm, PC Taylor, the Flyinf!. Doctor 
Service and pilots of The Royal Australian Air 
Force to mention but a Jew. 

The JollowinJ!. stories relate the weat couraf!.e 
and sense of purpose c~f their breed. 

• '/Jice111e11ur_v '88 • • 

Born in England in 1850, he migra1ed to 
Australia as a boy of 16 and found work in an 
engineering workshop of the Australian Steam 
Navigation Company. 

He developed his ideas by building model 
monoplanes, at first propelled by flapping wing~. 

Later his models were fitted with a primitive air
screw. 

Some of his experimental planes failed 
miserably. But undaunted he worked on feverishly 
to achieve his goal and at leas! 17 of his later 
models helped crystallise that dream. 

POWERED FLIGHT 

Eight years before the first successful powered 
flight, he invented the first radial rotary engine, 
drive by compressed air, its cylinders rotating 
around a fixed shaft with a propeller. 

That was in 1895. By then his models had been 
driven by delicate clockwork machinery and 
finally, by tiny compressed air engines. ' 

Hargraves had sat for hours on the cliffs 1hat 
tower along the south coast, studying the 'lift' that 
swept the birds majestically into the heavens, 
allowing them to soar and swoop, powered only by' 
the force of air. 

Ill UII H,I ',I l'I I \IBI \{'\.()\I \IHI R 1•1s, l'\l,I I~ 
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Finally he hit upon two important discoveries. 
First that a curved wing surface had twice the 

lift of~ flat one and, second, that a kite with two 
separated cells or double planes had the greatest 
stability and soaring power. 

These are the dynamic principles underlying the 
movement of concave and convex air currents. 

Pressing on eagerly he experimented with box
kites and predicted that 'in all probability the 
curved plane would prove to be the permanent type 
of supporting surface of flying machines'. 

UNRECOGNISED 
Octave Chanute, the American pioneer aviator, 

wrote of Hargrave: 'If there is one man who 
deserved to fly throught the air, that man is 
Lawrence Hargrave of Sydney, New South Wales'. 

Nonetheless, Hargrave was largely unrecog
nised, even to the very end of his lif~. Australia, 
and the rest of the world, seemed mcapable of 
recognising the genius in its midst. 

In 1910 he offered all his notes, papers and 
models to the most renowned institutions and 
universities in the world. His notebooks were 
accepted by the Sydney University, The Sydney 
Technological Museum, The London Aeronautical 
Society, The Smithsonian Institute, and many 
others - but his models were turned down. 

Eventually the Deutches Museum in Munich, 
Germany, gratefully accepted them. 

But by a tragic twist of fate 57 models, including 
all the box-kites were destroyed in the bombing of 
Munich in WWII. Four that survived were 
returned to Australia in 1960 and are now in the 
Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences in Sydney. 

There they remain ... a tribute to a young man 
with a vision. A vision that began with sealing wax 
and rubber bands and ended in an aerodynamic 
principle that sends modern jet planes thundering 
across the world. 

WHICH BONE 
ARE YOU? 

It is said the membership of any 
organisation is made up of four 
bones. 
There are 'Wish bones' who spend 
all their time wishing someone else 
would do all the work. 

Then there are 'Jaw bones' who 
do all the talking and very little else. 

/I/NI/I<,/ ',I I'll \1111 I< ',,11\I \11111< IIJS< l'\l,I ll 

YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
"HERITAGE" WILL BE MOST 

WELCOME. 

The Editor invites readers to submit their 
views on any topic related to Australia's 
heritage. Letters to the editor are an ideal form 
of expression but in particular we seek longer, 
researched articles which explore any one of 
Australia's short and relatively unknown 
history. 

We also invite writers to contribute material 
on any of the following subjects: 

LIFE IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS -
personal recollections 
AUSTRALIA AT WAR personal 
glimpses. 
HUMOROUS CHARACTERS I'VE MET. 
GREAT AUSTRALIANS - Another side of 
their story. 
UMEMPLOYMENT - Is this modern 
phenomona a curse or blessing in disguise? 

A nation which forgets or ignores its past has 
a doubtful future. The Australian Heritage 
Society is pledged to preserving all aspects of 
our .. na~ion 's history. Without your 
partlClpatlon, many of the human, emotional 
and humerous aspects of Australia's early life 
may be lost forever. 

Please direct contributions or enquirires to: 
The Editor, 

"HERITAGE", 
Box 69, 

MOO RA, W .A. 6052. 

Third are the 'Knuckle bones' 
who knock everything that anybody 
else tries to do. 
Finally there are the 'Backbones' 
who get under the load and do the 
work. 

SO WHICH BONE ARE 
YOU? 



AUSTRALIA AT WAR 
The Battle of El Alamein, 
October - November 1942 

Before describing the J11ain Battle of El Alalllein 
\\"hich opened on 23 Oc1obcr. 19,H. ii is ncccss:ir,· 10 
exallline brieny land operations in North Africa 
following relief by the British Eighth Army of the 
besieged garrison at Tobruk in December 1941. Th,: 
9th Australian Division (less 1he 2113th Ba11alio11 
which relllained at Tobruk and fought in the break• 
out operations) had earlier been evacuated and was, 
until lllid 1942, training and performing garriso11 
duties in Syria. ,.. ... 

Although unable because of lack of material 
strength to fully exploit its advantage over the Axis 
forces following the lifting of the siege, the Eighth 
Arllly continued its westward advance capturing 
Benghazi on Christlllas Eve 1941. General Rolllmcl. 
however, successfully counter-attacked on 21 
January 1942 and, by early February, had driven 1hc 
British force back to Gazala. In heavy fighting which 
took place around Bir Hacheilll, Knightsbridge and 
El Adelll the Eighth Army suffered heavy losses 
necessitating successive withdrawals to the Egyptian 
frontier. 

On 20 June Axis forces captured Tobruk and by 
the end of the month the coJ11J11ander of the Eighth 
Arllly, General Auchinleck, had iakcn up the partly
prepared defence line at El Alamein, spanning the 
JO-mile stretch of desert between the sea and the 
Qat tar a Depression, a waterlogged area impassable 
to motor vehicles and tanks. 

As Rommel (now a Field Marshal) gathered his 
army for the final assault on Egypt and the prize of 
the valuable Middle East oilfields, the 9th Australian 
Division under the command of Major-General L.J. 
Morshea

1

d began arriving at El Alamein and in the 
next thred months was committed to much bitter 
fighting in the northern sector around Miteiriya 
Ridge (where most of 1he 2128th Battalion was 
overrun and captured) Makh Khad Ridge and at Tel 
cl Eisa. 

On 13 August 1942, General Auchinlcck was 
succeeded as commander of the Eighth Army by 
Lieut-General B.L. Montgomery who had arrived in 
Cairo on the 12th. Montgomery immediately set 
about infusing new spirit into t!1e British _forces and 
commenced planning for a maJor offensive. 

Rommel made a last effort to break through the El 
Alamein defences on 30 August with a "right hook" 
by his armoured units. Honours in this operation, 
called the Battle of Alam el Hal fa, went to the 
defenders who could not be enticed into commit ting 
their armour in open battle bul by intelligent use of 
minefields, dug-in tanks and supported by British air 
attacks turned the main German thrust back to a 
British 'minefield. Montgomery declined to contest 
the ground taken by the enemy, preferring to 
conserve his forces for the offensive which lay ahead. 

Meanwhile, the British Command was making 
preparations for the offensive ordered by General 
Alcxand~r f?r 23 October 1942. Broadly the plan was 
for a J11a111 mfantry thrust in the northern sector by 
the _XXX Corps under Lieut-General Leese where 
corridors were 10 be punched through 1he enemy 
defences to allow armour of the X Corps undc-r 
General Lumsden to debouch through and engage 
the enellly armour. Simultaneously an a11ack w.i's 10 
be made in the sou1h by 1hc XIII Corps under 
General Horrocks which was to break into 1he enem,· 
positions and operate with the British 7th Armoured 
Division with a view to drawing encllly armour away 
from the main attack in the north. To assist in 1h(s 
plan such ingenious deception measures as the 
construction of a dummy pipeline to the south, use 
of vehicles dragging chains to simulate hea,·y traffic 
on _1hc s_outhern road and the placing of dummy 
vehicles 111 the north which were gradually replaced 
by real vehicles and tanks so as ~101 to arouse 1hc 
suspicic_)lls o_f enemy obsen-crs. Enellly espionage 
agcn1s 111 Cairo were led 10 believe the a11ack would 
not lake: place un1il NovcJ11bcr. 

The Eighth Army comlllandcd a superiori1y in 
tank strength and Air Vice-Marshal Coningham had 
500 air_craft available to support the army, whereas 
the Axis had only about 350 aircraf1 based in North 
Africa. although reinforcements were available in 
Crete and Italy. On the eve of battle the British had 
more than 220,000 lllCn, o,·er 900 tanks and abou1 
900 field and medium guns. 

The 9th Aus_tralian Division was to carry ou1 it~ 
a11ack on the right of the four infantry divisions of 
XXX corps, the 9th, 51st Highland, 2nd New 
Zealand and 1st South African. The "culling edge" 
of the 9th Division and its three infantry b;igadcs: 
the 20th (2113th, 2115th and 2/17 Battalions). 1hc 
24th (2128th, 2132nd and 2143rd Battalions) and the 
26th (2123rd, 2124th and 2148th Battalions). 

At 9.40 p.lll. on 23 October 1942 the silence of the 
desert was broken by the concerted roar of over 900 
field and medium guns of the Eighth Army in a 
counter-battery bombardment. With a gun spaced at 
about every 17 yards over I ,000 shells a minute fell 
into _the enemy defences. For 15 minutes the barrage 
con1111ued and suddenly ceased. Five minutes la1cr. 
at 10.00 p.m., two British searchlights intersected in 
the sky and the gunfire recommenced. Under 1hc 
ligh1 of an almost full moon the infantry moved ou1 
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from their start-lines and advanced under cover of 
the supporting fire through gaps cleared in enemy 
minefields by the engineers. 

In the first phase the 20th and 26th Brigades 
advanced westward while the 24th Brigade on the 
coast staged a successful diversionary operation to 
draw enemy artillery fire from the main attack. 

Dawn on the 24th found the 26th Brigade on their 
objective with the 20th about 1,000 yds short. The 
Australians, along with the other divisions, 
encountered severe enemy opposition in the attack 
and had suffered casualties. Enemy fire of all 
descriptions was being poured into the Australian 
positions. 

Next night (the 24-25th) the 20th Brigade 
resumed its advance under heavy enemy fire and by 
dawn were on the final objective. Some armoured 
formations of the X Corps had managed to break 
out although the German anti-tank cordon had not 
been prised open and the armoured brigades were 
unable to establish a firm base on the "chosen" 
ground. 

In the south the XIII Corps met with fairly limited 
success and had assumed a more or less static defence 
role. 

On the night of the 25-26th the 26th Brigade on 
the right flank made a successful attack northward 
and withstood determined enemy counter-attacks, 
during the day. At 10.00 p.m. on 28 October, the 
20th Brigade with two of its depleted battalions 
struck northward towards the coast road and the 
railway. The brigade reached its objectives in the 
face of intense enemy resistance and dug in. The 
2123rd (of the 26th Brigade) thereupon moved 
through the 20th Brigade battalions in an attempt to 
penetrate to the main road but because of severe 
casualties and the loss of its supporting tanks to 
enemy fire, was unable to continue the advance and 
dug in between· battalions of the 20th Brigade. 

These attacks by the Australians had breached the 
German line in the north causing Rommel to denude 
other sectors to meet the threat. On the 29th enemy 
infantry and tanks made strenuous efforts to 
dislodge the forward battalions from their positions, 
without success. 

So far the break-out of British armour had not 
taken place but was planned for the night I-2nd 
November (Operation Supercharge). The infantry 
for this phase of the operation was to be commanded 
by General Freyberg of the New Zealand Division 
whose role was to push a corridor through the enemy 
defences to allow the British armour to debouch 
through. 

In the meantime it was essential that relentless 
pressure be maintained on the enemy with northward 
attacks by the Australians. To this e_nd the 26th 
Br.igade. on the night 30-31 October. carried out an 
attack ctown the railway line and coast road towards 
the enemy strongpoint, Thompson's Post. The two 
battalions made a deep penetration in the face of 
intense enemy opposition but heavy casualties forced 
them to withdraw to their bases. At dawn on the 31st 
the 213rd Pioneer Battalion in an infantry role 
advanced northward towards the coast but were 
severely mauled and their depleted companies 
withdrew to behind the railway. German armour and 
infantry made repeated attacks on the Australian 

positions astride the road and railway on I and 2 
Novembe~. 
. Meanwhile, Operation Supercharge had begun but 
1t was not until 4 November that a successful 
armoured breakthrough was made and Rommel 
ordered a general withdrawal. Harassed by the RAF 
the battered and disorganised Axis forces withdrew 
throu~h Fuka to Mersa Matruh. Rain which fell on 
the mght of 6 November probably prevented the 
c_omplete desti:uction of the enemy columns at this 
time by boggmg down the British transport and 
armour. 

Of the British losses in the battle of 13 560 killed 
wounded and missing the 9th Australia~ Division' 
b~tween 23 Octobe: and 5 November, suffered 620 
killed, 1,944 wounded and 130 prisoners of war. 
Three members of the Division were posthumously 
awarded the Victoria Cross: Private A.S. Gurney at 
Tel el Eisa on 22 July, Sergeant W.H. Kibby, 23-31 
October. and Private P.E. Gratwick, 25-26 October 
The battle was the last in which Australian ground 
troops took part in this theatre. 

The British Eighth Army's pursuit of the enemy 
then began. Tobruk was recaptured on 13 November 
1942, Tripoli fell on 23 January 1943 and the 
surrender of all Axis forces in North Africa was 
ta~~n. at T!,!nis on .1? a1_1d 13 May 1943. The 9th 
D1v1S1on did not JOm m the pursuit and by 9 
December 1942 was established in base camps in 
Egypt and Palestine. 

Tributes to the 9th Division's part in the battle 
poured in from national leaders and senior officers. 
General Montgomery said that Morshead's men had 
been magnific~nt and the p~rt they had played was 
beyond all pr~use. In the closmg words of his address 
at. a ceremomal parade held by the division at Gaza 
A1~port on 22 December 1942 the Commander-in
Ch1ef, General Alexander, said "There is one 
thought I shall cherish above all others - under my 
command fought the 9th Australian Division''. 

The Battle of El Alamein had removed for all time 
the Axis threat to the Suez Canal and the Middle 
East oilfields, prizes which had eluded them in two 
years of see-saw conflict across North Africa. It was 
a battle which wa~ instrumental in denying to the 
enemy necessary air bases for his attacks on Allied 
shipping in the Mediterranean and' thereby ensuring 
the adequate supply of Malta. 

The victory came as a tonic to the morale of the 
British people where it was celebrated by the ringing 
throughout the land of church bells which had been 
silent for three years. 

. For the _British Eighth Army and for Montgomery 
himself 1t was a great victory. Churchill. 
co_mmenting on the.battle, wrote: "It may almost be 
said, before Alamem we never had a victory. After 
Alamein we never had a defeat". 

Australian War Memorial Canberra 
BOOK LIST 

Australfa in the War of /939-45 (Canberra: Australi'an War 
Memorial, (1966) Series I (Army) Vol lll, TOBRUK AND EL 
ALAMEIN, by Barton Maughan. • 
Au~tralian Encyclopaedia (Sydney: Grolier Society 1965) 
Arucle, Vol. 9 pp. 409-415. 
El Alamein Michael Carver. (London: BT Batsford L.t<l. 
1963) •• 

Alamein, C.E. Lucas Phillips. (London: William Heinemann 
Ltd, 1962) • 
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The New Conservatism? 
1968 saw Canada's then proud Army, Navy and 

Air Force amalgamated into a single hybrid with the 
lacklustre title of "Canadian Armed Forces". 
Clothed in an undistinguished, bottle-green uniform, 
and deprived of the service traditions that nurtured 
them, Canada's military personnel prepared to enter 
the 'seventies with a very shaky step. 

Yet, their liberal, political masters told them that 
great things would transpire from ripping the service 
fibre. There would be so much more money to buy 
new equipment with, everything would be so much 
more efficient and less bureaucratized, and other 
nations would rush to emulate Canada's unified 
services' scheme. 

Five years later, the truth was plain. Personnel 
strength, once 125,000 was about 80,000. A bloated, 
centralized, defence bureaucracy ate up most of the 
"onpaper" savings not claimed by inflation. 
Defence spending fell to a percentage of the GNP 
slightly above that of Luxembourg's that made 
replacement of obsolete equipment impossible, and 
nobody wanted to emulate Canada's seriously 
flawed example of military unification. 

So it was that the election of a Conservative 
Government in September, 1984, brought new hope 
to Canada's forces. Regular force personnel would 
be increased to 90,000 with a greatly expanded and 
re-equipped reserve force. New equipment programs 
already underway would be augmented with special 
attention given to replacing the cracking, obsolete 
hulks that represented most of Canada's navy. 
Defence spending would experience a real 6 percent 
growth, and there would once again be separate 
uniforms for each service, based upon British 
-Commonwealth military traditions. 

The Dominion's birthday, July 1st, 1985, will see 
Canada's services march out in smart, new uniforms, 
but the rest of the new government's conservative, 
defence agenda seems to have gone missing. 
Personnel expansion plans have been shelved. 
Budget growth will be at the old, inadequate 3 
percent level in real terms. This means that the four 
warships desperately needed by the navy will still not 
arrive before the I 990's. The reserves continue to be 
poorly equipped and relatively miniscule. 

NEW CONSERVATISM? 
Is this the "new conservatism" the mass media are 

forever talking about? No it's just the old 
pragmatic, liberal path trod' for two decades by 
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successive Canadian governments. Defence doesn't 
"sell" to the public, say the pundits and pollsters, 
ignoring the con~~pt that it might were it to be given 
the same publicity accorded other, less crucial 
programs. The same morally bankrupt, left-wing 
pressure groups found the world over also don't like 
defence build-ups this side of the Iron Curtain so 
better to maintain the comfortable, if danger~us, 
status quo and go on to other things. 

Regrettably, one of the other things that the new 
government has gone on to, has been a resumption 
of the attack upon the middle-class that was such a 
feature of the unlamented Trudeau-Liberal regime. 
Perhaps, some day, government budgeters will 
discover that middle holds top and bottom together 
but don't expect it to be soon if Canada's new budget 
is any indication. 

Old-age pensioners, whose high taxes funded the 
great spending programs of the 'seventies, are now to 
be in the vanguard of fighting the national deficit 
their ministerial masters created. Their pensions are 
to be de-indexed in terms of inflation, meaning that 
they can expect 3 p.c. less each year starting in 1986. 
The middle class wage-earner can expect new taxes to 
aid in the deficit fight but, of course, all social 
programs are exempt from cuts. And, also exempt, 
are the usual government perks and clangers like new 
ministerial jets, and a rather messy project to tear 
down the historical Royal Canadian Mint so it can be 
rebuilt exactly as it was. Promises to stim,1late 
investment have not been forgotten, however. Those 
with a cool, half million to invest get tax credits. 

Regarding foreign policy, the previous antipathy 
at anything American has been cooled by the new 
government, but the largely counter productive 
foreign aid projects beloved by the left wings of all 
political parties continue unabated. Canadians 
fighting the deficit with their last dollars wili 
continue to fund projects like a 25 million dollar 
installation in Stalinist, but "needy", Nicaragua. 

If not completely overwhelmed by such 
government cynicism, there is always the Canadian 
rights' charter to turn to for more. The charter puts 
the last word m Canada, not in the mouths of elected 
legisl~tors, but between the lips of very liberal, 
appointed, Supreme Court Justices. 

BEING EQUAL 
Everyone is equal, of course, but some are slightly 

more equal due to a clause in the charter that permits 



quotas and affirmative action programs. Vote
conscious politicians may, in these ways, assuage 
discrimination which they determine to have existed. 
How the Dominion's mostly young, one and a 

. quarter million unemployed feel about this has ne\·er 
been queried. Most of them have never had the jobs 
promised by governments, so they've never been in 
a position to discriminate against anyone. 

The march towards equality continues though, its 
latest manifestation being a court ruling that 
adoption agencies can no longer favour two-parent 
families when placing their charges. Like all the 
other recent rulings, nobody seems to have counted 
the social costs of this, though they are doubtless 
present. 

There are a few positive signs. Pensioners have 
formed groups to fight de-indexation, and a group 
known as "Real Women" is trying to preserve the 
positive benefits of emancipation, while gu~rding_ the 
traditional family structure agamst state mtrus1on. 
Guarding it might be added, against "progressive" 
organisations lavishly funded by tax money to do the 
opposite in the name of equality. 

Yet, taken as a whole, the picture is r~ther dark. 
The 1982 rights charter reigns supreme without ever 
having been put to a plebiscite, which shows that 
constitutional documents must be protected from 
change unless real benefit can be def:1<;>nstrated for 
everyone and not just for the no1s1est pressure 
groups. . 

The "new conservatism" is nothing new, of 11self, 
unless there is a strong moral basis to acco~p~ny it. 
President Reagan has provided such a basis m the 
U.S., but are there any other "conservative" 
politicians out there who possess it? It's the duty of 
the electorate in each country to make sure that there 
are. 

This almost sounds like Australia - Funny how 
we make rhe same blunders! Ed. 
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A .Lighter Touch 

:JUST 
0 

'Teacher to small boy: 
"Why are Politicians like Bananas?" 
"Because they get around in bunches; they're mostly 
yellow and there's seldom a straight one amongst 
them!" 

****** 

During the 2nd World-War a neet of American 
warships was berthed in Sydney Harbour. A Yankee 
sailor, seeing the sights with a Sydneysider, asked 
whether there was a market there and was taken to 
the fruit and vegetable section. 

He saw a huge round melon displayed on the top 
of a pinnacle of oranges. Grabbing the melon, he 
balanced it on the tips of his fingers. 

Looking over at the Aussie behind the counter he 
drawled: "Say Aussie, I guess this is the biggest 
apple you grow in Australia?" Came the bellicose 
reply: "Put down that grape you blighter, or I'll 
knock yer!" 

Enlisting 

Norman Rolls 
Belgrave, Vic. 

World War I had just been declared, and along with 
several others, Basil went in to enlist. However. he 
stuttered rather badly and consequently was declared 
by the army doctor to be unfit for service. He was 
most upset and disappointed and could not see the 
logic behind the doctor's decision. After a great deal 
of stuttering he managed to say: "Look man I want 
to fight the bastards, not talk 10 them." 

* * * * * * 
Pat was in town for the purpose or having his eyes 
tested for a new pair of reading glasses. "Look 
doc," he said to the Optometrist "What I need this 
time is a pair of glasses that I can use to read between 
the lines with." 

I.I.. Rogers 
Yeclanna. S.A. 
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QUEENSLAND NURSES, 

BOER WAR TO 
VIETNAM 

By Dr Rupert Goodman 

Boolarong Press, Brisbane. 275pp 
( 180 photographs) $20 plus postage 

This is essentially a Queensland book about 
Queensland nurses who served in the navy, army 
and air force nursing services in the numerous wars 
in which Australia has been involved this century. 
It is a story, too, of Queensland families, some of 
whom contributed four, five and even six 
daughters to the nursing services. 

The author traces their first involvement during 
the Boer War, when a number of Queensland 
nurses found their way to South Africa. With the 
help of letters and diaries he describes the shock 
many of these young nurses received when they 
moved from the comparative security of country 
hospitals to the horrors of nursing the victims of 
Gallipoli and of France in World War I. 

Wherever the fighting man has gone, the medical 
services including the Sisters of the nursing 
services, have gone too - the Middle East, Greece, 
Crete, Tobruk, Malaya, New Guinea, Borneo and 
the South-West Pacific areas in World War II. 

There is high drama and tragedy in this 
remarkable story - the narrow escape from 
Greece and Crete, the massacre of the nurses at 
Banka Island by the Japanese, the capture of 
nurses and their treatment as POW's by the 
Japanese, the sinking of the hospital ship, Centaur 
(only 23 miles abeam of Point Lookout) with the 
loss of 332 lives including 11 members of the 
AANS. 

Queensland in the war years, particularly in 
1942, when a Japanese invasion appeared 
imminent, is a story that needs to be recorded for 
future generations, as Queensland was virtually in 
the front line. As thousands of troops poured in, 
medical facilities were hastily set up. Nurses were 
involved in hush-hush assignments, malaria 
experiments in Cairns, gas experiments in 
Innisfail. Then there was the "Brisbane Riot" and 
"the Brisbane Line", forgotten pieces of history. 
Through it all members of the nursing service 
continued with dedication and courage their task 
of aiding the sick and wounded. 
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A feature of Dr Goodman's book is the number 
and quality of th'.! photographs, many of them of 
great historic interest. Queen Mary, King George 
VI, "Billy" Hughes, Sir Robert Menzies, Prince 
Philip, "Eddie" Ward, General Blarney are some 
of the VI P's shown with the sisters. 

Many of the Queensland Sisters were highly 
decorated and some reached the top position in the 
Army Nursing Service. Sister Mary Derrer (Mrs 
Gallagher) received the Military Medal for her 
bravery and coolness under fire when the Casualty 
Clearing Station was bombed in France in 1915. 
Royal Red Crosses, Florence Nightingale Medals 
abound, with the occasional OBE and MBE. 
Matron Grace Wilson, CBE, RRC, FNM was 
"Mentioned in Despatches" no fewer than five 
times! 

The book is alive with the remarkable work of 
Sisters whose names became famous in 
Queensland's nursing history - "Connie" Keys, 
Sadie Macdonald, Christense Sorensen, Judy 
Abbott, Edna Doig, Eunice Paten, E. McQuade 
White - and over 1,000 others whose names are 
mentioned in the book. 

As Lady Ramsay, wife of Queensland's 
Governor, says in her Forword to the book, 

"It is a proud record indeed". 
It is a book which should be in all schools and 

libraries for this generation to read. 
The book was written on behalf of the Returned 

• Sisters Sub-branch of the RSL, Brisbane from 
whom copies may be obtained. 

Queensland Nurses - Boer War to Vietnam" 
Available from: Miss E. Baxter 

The Secretary. 
Returned Sister's Sub-Branch, 
112 Payne Sl., 
lndooroopilly, Qld 4068 

Posted Price: $25 to W .A. 
$24 to all other States. 

WANTED 
Australian Humour 

The Editor would like to hear from any 
reader who has some good Australian 
humour (stori~s, jokes, anecdotes) he 
or sh~ would hke to share with others. 
Contnbutions should be sent to: 

The Editor, 
"Heritage", 
P.O. Box 69, 
Moora, W.A., 65IO 
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I I I ls not a Patron, my Lord, one I 
~ who looks with unconcern on a 1 I man struggling for life in the I 
I water, and when he has reached I· 
I ground, encumbers him with • ,a 
I help? The notice which you have I 
I been pleased to take of my I 
I labours, had it been early, had 
I been kind; but it has been I I delayed till I am indifferent, and 
-I cannot enjoy it; till I am 
I solitary, and cannot impart it; 
I till I am known, and do not 
I want it. 
I Samuel Johnson, 
I Letter to Lord Cheste,jield, 
I 1755 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
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